Ampex Now Offers Visual Intelligence & Data Security in Rugged Environments

Ampex’s BLUE line of products provide complex data management and cognitive analytical capabilities, as well as cyber protection for storage, processing and networked systems.

Cyber Security
BLUE Sentry is a high speed, high capacity, rugged compute device that can discover, define, analyze and mitigate cyber threats and vulnerabilities.

Machine Learning
BLUE IQ is a high speed, high capacity, rugged compute device, that uses Machine Learning Analytics to perform complex analysis and decisions.

H.265: Reduce Bandwidth & Increase Quality
Delta Digital Video’s latest generation of rugged airborne encoders utilize the H.265 video compression algorithm to provide high quality video transmission at various resolutions, a wide range of bandwidths, and relatively low bit rates, for both HD and SD. Check out our article H.264 vs H.265.

Model 7820R rugged video encoder is specifically designed for harsh airborne environments. 7820R uses H.265 to compress full motion video, multiplexing with compressed audio, metadata, and system information.

Telemetry Over IP Experts for 15 Years
GDP Space Systems is a leading manufacturer of Data Transport and Communications Multiplexer products for a wide range of applications. Model 2350 is the TMoIP transport of choice for range and launch facilities in the U.S. and around the world.

Model 2350 is available in configurations ranging from 2 channels to a high density 12 channel unit that can simultaneously support 12 channels, individually...
We're Here For You

The Delta family of companies is focused on your success. Whether you have a small question or major emergency, Delta's companies are committed to backing you up with enthusiastic support and exceptional customer service.

Stay Connected

Could't Attend AUVSI Pathfinder or EnergySec Summit?

Ampex attended this year's EnergySec Summit and covered topics such as where/how to protect a control system network, provided an architecture overview, and discussed how it avoids any moral hazard.

At the AUVSI Pathfinder show Delta Digital Video featured a demonstration of their new H.265 technology and highlighted rugged, high quality products for recording critical video.